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Introduction

� Computer forensics is composed of the methods and 
technologies which are predominantly employed 
when digital data is to be used as evidence in the 
court. 

� Computer forensics is a relatively new field which is 
developing very quickly.

� Digital communication and technology asserts itself 
in various areas.



Introduction

� Computer-Forensics is the link between the method 
"Incident Response" and successful law-enforcement. 
[Geschonnek]

� Goal of Computer-Forensics: 

− To secure and analyse digital evidence.

� Goal of „Incident Response“:

− Gain insight into how it was technically possible to corrupt a 
particular object. 

− Find the neccesary details of removing the deficiencies. 



Introduction

� Condition:

− when applying methods and technology, all 
acknowledged principles of a forensic 
investigation must be upheld

− the different institutions of the states summarize 
and release guidelines on the principles of 
forensic investigation



Introduction

� Examples for Guidelines in computer forensics:

− U.S. Department of Justice. "NIJ Special Report-
Forensic Examination of Digital Evidence: A 
Guide for Law Enforcement“

http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/199408.pdf

− European Network of Forensic Science Institutes 
(ENFSI)"Guidelines For Best Practice In The 
Forensic Examination of Digital Technology“

http://www.enfsi.org/ewg/fitwg/documents/



Introduction

� An analysis of the criminal statistics of the police (PKS) 
over the last years and the report of the federal bureau 
for security in information technology (BSI) on the 
situation of the IT security show that there is an 
increasing need for new developments in the field of IT 
security, which also includes computer forensics.



Introduction 



Categories of Crime Involving Computers

1. Technology as a target of crime:

− traditionally considered to be true computer 
crime. 

− involves such offences as hacking, denial of 
sevice attacks and distribution of viruses.



Categories of Crime Involving Computers

2. Technology as an aid to crime:

− where computers are used to assist in the 
commission of traditional crimes 

− in this field is the distribution of illegal material 
such as child pornography, sending blackmail 
demands or death threats

− Phishing-Mails are listed in this field, too 



Categories of Crime Involving Computers

3. Technology as witness to crime:

− used to support information to which it is not 
obviously related

− for example to prove or disprove an alibi



Categories of Crime Involving Computers

4. Technology as a communication tool:

− criminals use technology to communicate with 
each other in ways which reduce the changes of 
detection

− for example, the use of encryption technology



Categories of Crime Involving Computers

5. Technology as a storage medium:

− intentional or unintentional storage of information 
on devices used in any of the other categories

− typically involves data held on computer systems 
of victims, witnesses or suspects



Introduction



Historical Development 
of Computer-Forensics in the USA

� In 1984 the FBI and other agencies began with the 
development of programs which would support the 
securing and analysing of digital evidence.

� These changes took place on account of the growing 
number of questions from investigators who were 
assigned the task of analysing the secured computers 
including the programs.

[Whitcomb]



Historical Development 
of Computer-Forensics in the USA

� As a response to the growing number of questions, 
the FBI established a "Computer Analysis and 
Response-Team" (CART).

� The function and the structure of this organisation 
was fairly quickly adopted by other institutions in the 
USA.



Statistics of the Secret Service

� According to the statistics of the US Secret-Service, 
48% of governmental institutions which deal with 
computer forensics owned a forensics laboratory in 
1995.

� 68% of the confiscated computers were transmitted to 
these laboratories.

� According to Whitcomb, the statistic also shows that in 
the year 1995, 70% of the governmental institutions 
prepared their forensical analysis without written 
guidelines.



The Concept “Digital Evidence"

� Until 1998 the term “computer forensics” was 
understood in the USA as the concept “Latent 
evidence on a computer”. 

� On March 2nd 1998, the Scientific Working Group 
Digital Evidence (SWGDE) introduced the concept 
"digital evidence".

� The concept of “digital evicence” developed due to the 
change that was taking place from analogous audio-
and video formats to digital formats. 



International Organization on 
Computer Evidence (IOCE)

� 1993 the FBI held a conference titled "International 
Law Enforcement Conference on Computer Evidence“.

� Visitors to this conference included 70 representatives 
from different governmental institutions of the USA. 

� In 1997 the conference took place in the Netherlands. 

� The conference led to the establishment of the 
International Organization on Computer Evidence 
(IOCE).



Historical Development 
of Computer-Forensics in Germany

� 1986 the Central Office for Chiffrierwesen (ZfCh) was 
added to the task field of computer security.

� 1989 the ZfCh was transformed into the Central Office 
for Security in Information Technology (ZSI) due to the 
extended number of tasks.

� 1991 the ZSI was further transformed into the Federal 
Office for Security in Information Technology (BSI).

� The european IT security criteria (ITSEC) are 

developed under the direction of the BSI.



Historical Development 
of Computer-Forensics in Germany

� In the late 80s, at the same time that the BSI was 
established, IT forensical organisation units were set-
up in the Federal Office of Criminal Investigation (BKA) 
and in the State Offices of Criminal Investigation 
(LKA). 

� At about 2003 the forensical IuK was integrated into 
the classical sector of criminal technology in the 
majority of the State Offices of Criminal Investigation. 



Historical Development 
of Computer-Forensics in Germany

� According to information from the LKA Niedersachsen, 
parallel to the spread of the IuK-technology, the IT 
forensics sector has continually expanded since its 
foundation. 

� Towards the end of the 80s, the forensics sectors 
included six employees, today the sectors contains 80 
persons and is still being extended. 

� In 2003 centres for forensic analysis were established 
in police headquarters in Nordrhein-Westfalen, as well 
as in other states.



Historical Development 
of Computer-Forensics in Germany

� IT forensical organisation units are not only found in 
the police, the Federal Border Guard, and the customs, 
but also in the finance offices for “Steuerfahndung” and 
the German Federal Armed Forces 

� The "European Committee for Banking Standards" 
(ECBS) deals also with the field of computer forensics.



Comparison between the developments 
in the USA and Germany

� The foundations were laid in the USA. 

� More forensics research is done in the USA than in 
Germany. [Whitcomb]
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Definition: Computer-Forensic

� Several terms are given for computer forensics in 
the literature:

− forensic computing

− computer forensics

− digital forensics

− digital forensic science

− investigative computing



Definition: Computer-Forensic

− forensic information technology 

− forensic information and communications 
technology 

− computer forensic science 

− digital media forensics

− ...

� Although these are all closely related, they are not 
identical in meaning.



Definition: Computer-Forensic

� The forensic discipline of acquiring, preserving, 
retrieving, and presenting data that has been 
processed electronically and stored on computer 
media is computer forensic science. [Noblett]

� set up priorities in the recovery and in the analysis of 
data

� definition uses the note ‘electronical data’



Definition: Computer-Forensic

� [...] the process of identifying, preserving, analysing 
and presenting digital evidence in a manner that is 
legally acceptable [McKemmish, S.1]

� set up priorities in the recovery and in the analysis of 
data, too

� uses the term “digital evidence"

� gives the requirement, that legal processes are 
necessary for preparing a forensic analysis



Definition: Digital Forensics

� The use of scientifically-derived and proven methods 
toward the preservation, collection, validation, 
identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation 
and presentation of digital evidence derived from 
digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or 
furthering the reconstruction of events found to be 
criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions 
shown to be disruptive to planned operations.        
[Digital Forensics Research Workshop]



Definition: Digital Forensics

� all steps of a forensic analysis are represented

� uses the term “digital evidence“ like McKemmish



Definition: Digital Evidence

� Digital Evidence: Information of probative value stored 
or transmitted in digital form
[Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence (SWGDE)]

� Digital evidence includes computer evidence, digital 
audio, digital video, cell phones, digital fax machines, 
etc [Whitcomb, S. 4]

� Digital Evidence is the preferred term, it avoids the 
possible limitations imposed by the term “electronic 
evidence”.

− Electronic evidence  - is stored on magnetic or optical media

− Computer evidence – it may not come from a general-purpose 
computer at all



Definition: Forensic Computing

� The term forensic computing is used to refer to the 
design, development and use of computer systems to 
process digital evidence and support the work of 
investigators dealing with such evidence                        
[Ciardhuain, S. 11, Kap. 2.2]

� Set up priority in the design and the development of 
software and hardware in order to support the working 
field of computer forensics. 



Tools for Forensic Computing

� Access Data`s Forensic Toolkit

− Windows

− production and extraktion of images, extraktion of data

� Autopsy Forensic Browser

− Unix

− production and extraktion of images, extraktion of data

� Encase

− Windows

− production and extraktion of images, extraktion of data



Tools for Forensic Computing

� dd

− production and of images

� F.I.R.E - Forensic and Incident Response 
Enviroment

− Linux (Boot-CD)

− Windows partition

− Collection of forensic tools



Tools for Forensic Computing

� Knoppix STD Security Tools Distribution (http://s-t-
d.org)

− Collection of forensic tools, network utilities:

� Foremost: recover specific types from disk images 
like all JPG files

� Galleta: recover Internet Explorer cookies

� Photorec: grab files from digital cameras

� Tcptrack: track existing connections

� Testdisk: test and recover lost partions



Definition: Digital Forensics

� Digital forensics is used to refer to the broader field of 
science and technology supporting investigations in a 
digital environment, including issues such as the 
training of investigators
[Ciardhuain, S.11, Kap. 2.2]

� Set up priority in scientific methods and analysis and 
the development of new technologie in order to 
support the working field of computer forensics. 



Definition: Computer-Forensic

� Forensics is applied after an incident occurs. It 
involves analyzing information and collecting evidence 
to determine what happened. Forensic results are 
used to provide evidence in legal trials and to prevent 
similar incidents form happening again. [...] Forensics 
can be divided into two processes:                              
1) the legal process for a lawsuit related to an incident 
and 2) the technical process that clarifiens the 
vulnerabilities of the system based on the cause of the 
indicdent and applies security measures. The results 
are used to support lawsuits and improve daily 
operations. Furthermore, forensics is used to review 
overall policy and guidelines
[Nisae, S.1, Kap. 1]





Definition: Computer-Forensic

� In the opposite to the other definition Nisase and Itoh 
divided the field Forensic in Network-Forensic and 
Computer-Forensic.

� Because of that this definition is more spezified.





Definition: Security

� In "Dependability-Basic Concepts and Terminology" 
the field security is defined.

� Security has three properties:

1. Integrity

2.   Availability

3. Authorisation



Security Management & Forensik

� In the comprehension of Nisae and Itoh the 
relationship between security management and 
forensic, can be shown as:



Security Management & Forensik



Security Management & Forensik

� Takemi Nisase und Mitsutaka Itoh subdivided the 
security cycle into five steps.

� Security is guaranteed by revision which has an 
influence on the other four sectors.  

� The authors assigned the forensic sector to the 
Network Operations and the Network Management. It 
makes an essential contribution towards the security of 
the network. 



Security Management & Forensik

� The incident response as well as computer forensics, 
both of which can be found in the cycle of Nisae and 
Itoh, are an integral part of the security concept. 

� Only on the premise of a holistic security concept is 
incident response and computer forensics a useful tool 
of “security management”. [Geschonnek]



Digital Evidence

� Sources of Digital Evidence

� Difficulty related to Digital Evidence



Sources of Digital Evidence

� Desktop PCs: These can store large volumes of user 
data logs of activity, email etc.

� Server Systems: May hold similar data to desktop 
systems but for many users, as well as log files, for 
example IDS-logs, firewall logs and users 
announcement data.

� Communication Equipment: Network router or 
modems, which may contain IP adresses, phone 

numbers, etc.



Sources of Digital Evidence

� Communication Traffic: Emails, web browsing 
sessions, file transfer sessions and voice calls.

� Embedded devices: The incorporation of small 
computer systems as part of larger systems. Example: 
The use of data from air bag sensors by the US police.

� Mobiltelefone: Mobiltelefone may contain data such 
as telephone numbers, text messages, call historie, 
pictures and videos.



Sources of Digital Evidence

� PDA: Can contain large amounts of data such as 
diaries and documents, and may be integrated with a 
mobile phone.

� Smart Cards: Becoming widely used as credit cards 
and for identity purposes. Since they contain 
processors and memory, they are rich sources of 
digital evidence.



Difficulty related to Digital Evidence

1. Complexity Problem

2. Quantity Problem

3. Problem of easy convertibility

4. Problem of the diversity in the Information and 
Communication Technology



� As with any investigation, to find the truth the forensic 
analysis must identify two evidence types. Brian 
Carrier divides between “Inculpatory Evidence” and 
“Exculpatory Evidence”.

Difficulty related to Digital Evidence



Inculpatory Evidence

� In the comprehension of Brain Carrier "Inculpatory 
evidence“ is the identification of data, which verifies 
the existing data and theories. The identification is 
used for support the accusation.

[Carrier, S. 2, Kap. 2]



Exculpatory Evidence

� In the comprehension of Brain Carrier "Exculpatory 
Evidence" is the identification of data, which 
contradicts existing data and theories.

[Carrier, S.2, Kap 2].



Difficulty related to Digital Evidence

� The difficulty is to find both evidence types. All 
acquired data must be analyzed and identified. In 
the comprehension of Brian Carrier one difficulty by 
analyzing and identifying is the Complexity problem.



Complexity-Problem

� The Complexity Problem in digital forensics is that 
acquired data are typically at the lowest and most 
raw format, which is often too difficult for humans to 
understand. It is not necessarily impossible, but 
often the skill required to do so is great, and it is not 
efficient to require every forensic analyst to be able 
to do so.

[Carrier, S.2, Kap. 2]



Complexity-Problem

� Brian Carrier relates to the analyse of RAM-memory 
and SWAP partitions, because there is no file 
system. For example, the data in non-file system 
memorys could be:

− ASCII 

− HTML-Files

− Windows Registry Data 

− Network Packets

− Source Code



Quantity-Problem

� Similarly, the Quantity Problem in Digital Forensics 
is that the amount of data to analyze can be very 
large. It is inefficient to analyze every single piece of 
it. Data reduction techniques are used to solve this 
by groupig data into one larger event or by removing 
known data. [Carrier, S.2, Kap.2]



Quantity-Problem

� A solution for this kind of problem are data 
reduction-techniques.

− Grouping data into one larger event.

− Removing known data.

� Data reduction-techniques are examples of 
abstraction layers.



Quantity-Problem

� Carrier shows some examples of Abstraction Layer, 
needed to identify unknown Data:

− Identifying known network packets using Intrusion 
Detection System (IDS) signatures

− Identifying unknown entries during log processing.

− Identifying known files using hash databases.

− Sorting files by their type.



Problem of easy convertibility

� O Ciardhuain shows another problem which relates 
to the nature of digital evidence.

� The problem is that digital evidence can be change 
easily.



Problem of easy convertibility

� Computer data can change moment by moment 
within a computer and along a transmission line.

� Computer data can be easily altered without leaving 
any obvious trace that such alternation has taken 
place.

� Computer material can be easily changed as a result 
of the process of collecting it as evidence.

� Computers create evidence as well as record and 
reproduce it. 

[Ciardhuain, S. 19, Kap. 2.6]



Problem of easy convertibility

� Example: Mac-Time-Analyses

− The Modification-Time indicates the point in time when the 
data file was last written. 

− The Access-Time describes the point in time when the data 
file was read or executed for the last time.

− Change-Time provides information when particular meta-
data of a file data were altered due to a change of access 
rights. 

� Problem: Original data is not permitted to be 
changed by a forensical analysis. 



Problem of the diversity in 
Information and Communication Technology

� One problem, which is described by the Guideline 
Seizure of e-evidence is the great variety in the 
information and communication technology.

� IT systems appear in a great variety and can consist 
not only of devices that are easily recognizable as 
computers, but also of less easily recognizable 
devices, such as mobile phones, pagers, organisers, 
faxes, or answering machines. The same applies to 
the digital storage media that can be not only a 
floppy disk or a CD, but also a USB pen or a SIM 
card 

[Seizure, S.7, Kap. 1]



Problem of the diversity in 
Information and Communication Technology

� The consequences of the diversity for the forensics:

− The investigators that are assigned the task of conducting a 
forensical analysis need a wide spectrum on expert 
knowledge in oder to perform the appropriate analysis on 
the objects of interest.

− These demands require efficient and continuous further 
training on behalf of the investigators. 

− In order to meet these needs the LKA Niedersachsen, for 
example, has established one such system for further 
training in the field of IT forensics.





Guidelines

� ENFSI-Guidelines for Best Practice in the 
Forensic Examination of Digital Technology

� Seizure of e-evidence

� Forensic Examination of Digital Evidence: A 
Guide for Law Enforcement

� Computer-Forensik



ENFSI-Guidelines for Best Practice in the 
Forensic Examination of Digital Technology

� The European Network of Forensic Science Institute 
(ENFSI) was founded in October 1995

� The founder were several heads of differnent 
government forensic institutions all over Europe.

� In the year 2005 ENFSI has 53 forensic Labores from 
31 countries in Europe.

� In Germany five forensic labors of the german police 
are members in ENFSI.



ENFSI-Members



ENFSI-Guidelines for Best Practice in the 
Forensic Examination of Digital Technology

� The intention is to provide a framework of standards. 

� In the oppinion of Dr L. W. Russel (ENFSI) these 
standards are necessary to get a high quality in 
forensic analysis in Europe.

� Dr. L. W. Russell point out that time and the rapidly 
changing technology will require periodic revisions to 
be necessary.



ENFSI-Guidelines for Best Practice in the 
Forensic Examination of Digital Technology

� There are three aims of the guideline:

1.To provide a framework of standards, quality 
principles and approaches for the detection, 
recovery, examination and use of digital evidence 
for forensic purposes in compliance with the 
requirements of ISO 17025, as interpreted for 
forensic science laboratories.



ENFSI-Guidelines for Best Practice in the 
Forensic Examination of Digital Technology

2.To provide a systematic approach for ENFSI 
member laboratories and other Law Enforcement 
forensic units to establish and maintain working 
practices in the field of digital evidence that will 
deliver reliable results, maximimes the quality of 
information obtained and produce robust 
evidence.

3.To encourage more consistent methology and 
hence the production of more comparable results, 
so as to facilitate interchange of data between 
laboratories.



ENFSI-Guidelines for Best Practice in the 
Forensic Examination of Digital Technology

� Focus: 

− quality assurance

− the correct seizure of digital evidence at the 
scene



Focus: Quality Assurance

� Definition of the basic terms in quality assurance.

� The qualifications and areas of competence in a 
forensic unit are defined:

− Section Head/Operations Manager

� minimum of a degree or peer acceptance as an 
expert in digital evidence/technology

� skills with managing resources



Focus: Quality Assurance

− Reporting Officer

� minimum of a degree or peer acceptance as an 
expert in the field peer review and publication

� Ability to demostrate the theories, technology 
and procedures in examination of digital 
evidence

− Technical Specialist

� a forensic scientist/officer

� acchieved levels of technical competency

� able to write reports and statements of factual 
information



Focus: Quality Assurance

− Technican/Analyst/Assistant

� carrying out general examinations/technical work

� provide information to assist with the 
interpretations of tests



Focus: Quality Assurance

� The necessary qualifications for each employee of 
the forensic unit is pointed out.

� The necessary training for the forensic unit is 
pointed out.

� Requirements for the Quality Management System 
(QMS) are listed:

− Casework

− Equipment

− Protocols and Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

− Training



Focus: Correct Seizure

� The seizure of digital evidence under appropriated 
anti-contamination precautions, e.g. DNA

� The manner of seizure of digital evidence.

� Documentation.

� Requirements for the transport of digital evidence.



Seizure of e-evidence

� Aim of the guideline:

− Specification of a european forensic standard for 
the correct technical and legal seizure of digital 
evidence, for the purpose of a correct chain of 
evidence, so that the evidence is accepted in 
court and the opportunity for claims for damages 
is reduced.



Seizure of e-evidence

� Participating organisations: 

− A-SIT, Secure Information Technology Center (Austria)

− Austrian Federal Ministry of the Interior (Austria)

− National Specialist Law Enforcement Centre (UK)

− Federal Ministry of the Interior represented by the LKA 
Niedersachsen (Germany)

− O.I.P.C.-INTERPOL Secretariat general

− EUROPOL

− National Criminal Investigation Department (Sweden)



Seizure of e-evidence

� Focus: 

− Procedures, which have to be followed in a 
seizure.

− the correct seizure of different types of digital 
evidence. 



Focus: Procedures

� The seizure is divided into five phases:

1.Preparation for seizure

− pointed out the planning stage and the seizure

− determine wether any digital evidence, which may 
be relevant to the case, is likely to be found

− the seizure have to be correctly authorised

− criterion for choosing the team

− logistics, necessary tools and equipment



Focus: Procedures

2.Securing the scene

− seizure at the scene, integrity of all evidence

3. Documenting the scene

− ongoing process throughout the entire seizure 
procedure

− draw a sketch plan of the evidence

− photograph the entire scene

− document the computer systems and the digitale 
components



Focus: Procedures

4. Evidence collection

− significance of non-digital evidence, (written 
passwords, handwritten notes)

5. Packing, transport and storage



Focus: 
Handling Instructions for Digital Evidence

� The handling instructions for a correct seizure of 
digital evidence is divided in two parts:

1. Computer system

2. Other electronic devices



Focus: 
Handling Instructions for Digital Evidence

� The field of computer system is divided into five 
phases:

1. The first phase involves taking an inventory, 
whereas one refers to chapter four

2. Checking the power status (on/off)

3. In the case that a network does exist, the phase 
"Computer network" gives instructions. The 
presence of experts is recommended, but the 
guidelines also give explicit instructions in the 
case that no expert can be present. 



Focus: 
Handling Instructions for Digital Evidence

4. This phase takes care of the additional components 
which might be integrated into a computer system. 
The guidelines lists several examples here, such as 
external drives, scanner and modems. 

5. The fifth phase deals with "Digital storage media" 
and gives a list of media, which are used for 
archiving data. 



Focus: 
Handling Instructions for Digital Evidence

� The field of other electronic devices is divided into 
five phases:

− Deals with devices which may also include digital 
evidence but are don’t fall into the category PC or 
the category server system. 

− Forensical analysis of PDAs and mobile 
telephones should follow immediately

− Foto copiers can also include user access records 
and a history of the copies. 



Forensic Examination of Digital Evidence: 
A Guide for Law Enforcement

� The guidelines were developed by the National 
Institute of Justice (NIJ), US Department of Justice

� The goal of the guidelines is to enable the efficient 
handling of digital evidence by the investigation 
agencies of the USA. 



Forensic Examination of Digital Evidence: A 
Guide for Law Enforcement

� The guideline is divided into five chapters:

1. Policy and Procedure Development

2. Evidence Assement

3. Evidence Acquisation

4. Evidence Exmination

5. Documentation and Reporting



1. Policy and Procedure Development

� General overview which points out the necessary 
procedures which have to be upheld in an 
investigation agency. 

� Enough financial ressources

� Emphasis of the meaning of further trainings. 

� Development of "Standard operating procedures" 
(SOP)



Standard operating procedures" (SOP)

� Should remain universal so that the basic steps 
come out.

� However they should also be flexible enough so that 
they are still able to deliver an answer when 
unexpected events occur.



2. Evidence Assessment

� The different stages of estimations have to be verified 
prior to the actual forensical analysis. 

� The case under investigation should first be discussed 
with the authorising instance. 

� What results the investigation can and cannot bring 
are an important point of discussion.



2. Evidence Assessment

� location for the forensical analysis

� all organisational measures

� appointing priorities to the devices to be confiscated, 
the archiving and the potentially necessary continual 
electrical supply for several devices



3. Evidence Acquisation

� Securing of tracks without their alteration

� Demands are placed on the tools (“know-how”) of 
the investigators

� Instructions are given, which steps should be taken 
in order to protect the digital tracks on the 
confiscated devices

− Disconnecting the link between the motherboard 
and the hard drive except in special cases which 
are described in this chapter



4. Forensic Examination

� Conduct the examination on data that have been 
acquired using accepted forensic procedures

� Whenever possible, the examination should not be 
conducted on original evidence

� The concepts offered are intend to assist the 
examiner in developing procedures and structuring 
the examination of digital evidence.



1.    Prepare working directory on separate media to 
which evidentiary files and data can be recovered 
and extracted

2.    Extraction of data:

− physical extraction 

� keyword search, file carving utilities, …

− logical extraction

� file slack, unallocated space, encrypted data

Structure of Forensic Analysis



3. Analysis of the extracted data refers to the 
interpretation of the recovered data and placement 
of it in a logical and useful format:

− timeframe analysis, data hiding analysis, 
application and file analysis

− ownership and possession

4. Conclusion:

− final step in the examination process

− consider the results of the extraction and analysis 
in their entirety

Structure of Forensic Analysis



5. Documenting and Reporting

� all documentation should be complete, accurate and 
comprehensive

� the result report should be written for the intended 
audience 

� notes have to be detailed enough to allow complete 
duplication of actions

� document irregularies

� maintain a copy of chain of custody documentation



Computer-Forensik

� The book "Computer-Forensik" from Alexander 
Geschonnek can be interpreted as a guideline:

− the correct manner of handling digital evidence 

− tools and methods for forensic analysis

� Alexander Geschonnek is appreciated by the 
german police



Computer-Forensik

� introduce the typical types of attacks

� Incident Response Process

� the correct manner of handling digital evidence 

� introduction in the Post-mortem-Analysis

− File Slack Analysis

− Mac-Time Analysis

− analysis of binary data



Computer-Forensik

� Tools are presented:

− Encase

− Autopsy Forensic Browser

− ...

� forensic analysis of PDAs and router



Challenges in the Computer-Forensic

� The challenges in the field of im Computer-Forensic 
can be sort into five points:

1. Forensic analysis

2. Nature of Digital Evidence

3. Growing number of Investigations

4. Continuous developing Technology

5. Legislator



1. Forensic Analysis

� Every institution who is in charge of a forensic 
analysis must have the skill to justify and explain 
their results.

� Problems:

− extensive documentation

− employment of specialists

− a high measure of administration an financial 
expense



2. Nature of Digital Evidence

� Sources of Digital Evidence

� Difficulty related to Digital Evidence



3. Growing number of Investigations



4. Continuous developing Technology

� Tools and methods for forensic analysis have to be 
improved or have to be new developed

� Focus:

− Tools and methods for identification, recovery, 
analysis and presentation of digital evidence



5. Legislator

� In a court in common law systems there are 
two questions have to be decided about an 
item of evidence:

− the admissibility of the evidence

− the weight of the evidence

� The rule of hearsay:

− documents on a computer are not admissible 
unless someone is available to explain how they 
were created



5. Legislator

� The legislator can react to new technology 
only after a period of time.

− the institutions for investigations are forced to 
inactivity

− Example:  Phishing-Mail



Significance of Computer-Forensik

� growing number of investigations

� only efficient tools and methods for a forensic 
analysis give the possibility to reach a high 
clear-up rate and ensure efficient analysis of 
exploits (Incident Response)



Significance of Computer-Forensic 



Significance of Computer-Forensic 



Part 3: Post-Incident Root Cause Analysis

� Why-Because Analyse (WBA)

� WB-Graph

� Lewis Counterfactual Semantic



Post-Incident Root Cause Analysis

� In a forensic analysis the investigator may not 
only be confronted with the indentification of 
the offender.

� It may be that the intention is to know the root 
cause, which is in charge for the existing of the 
incident

− development of contrameasures

� Post-Incident Root Cause Analysis is the basis 
for an exact reconstruction of the events 
leading to the incident. 



Why-Because Analyse (WBA)

� WBA is a formal method for posteriori safety 
analysis.

� WBA generates causal explanations for 
Incidents, which can be constructed as system 
behaviour.

� Focus:

− To lead back single facts with a correct and 
relative sufficient causal explanation to a causal 
relationship between states and events.



WB-Graph

� The causal relationship is presented by the 
construction of diagrams, which are known as 
WB-Graphs.

� A WB-Graph consists of “nodes" and “arrows":

− The nodes symbolize the events and states.

− Arrows, which connecting the nodes 
symbolizes the causal relationship.



Why-Because Analyse (WBA)

� To construct a WB-Graph the investigator 
creates a List of Facts.

� Not all Facts that are mentioned in the List of 
Facts have to be drawn in the  WB-Graph.

� In the reverse case every fact in the WB-Graph 
have to be mentioned in the List of Facts, 
otherwise there exists an non-legal List of 
Facts.



Why-Because Analysis (WBA)

� WBA-Analysis based on the formal contrafactual 
semantic of David Lewis.

� The causal factor is defined with the term of the 
possible worlds.

� Possible worlds exists, if you imagine that the 
sequence of events is different, as it really 
happened. 

� Because of that you can draw a comparison with 
possible system behaviours and so you can answer 
the question if Event A is a causal factor for event B.



Lewis Counterfactual Semantic

� Fix the “real world”. Then for other possible 
(not actual) worlds there is a relation of 
nearness to the actual world, with the above 
properties. The Lewis semantics for a causal 
factor:

− The Event A is a causal factor for the Event B in a 
world W if and only if B is true in all nearest 
worlds to W in which A is true.
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